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A central problem for implementing efficient quantum computing is how to realize fast operationssboth one-
and two-bit onesd. However, this is difficult to achieve for a collection of qubits, especially for those separated
far away, because the interbit coupling is usually much weaker than the intrabit coupling. Here we present an
experimentally feasible method to effectively couple two flux qubits via a common inductance and treat both
single and coupled flux qubits with more realistic models, which include the loop inductance. The main
advantage of our proposal is that a strong interbit coupling can be achieved using a small inductance, so that
two-bit as fast as one-bit operations can be easily realized. We also show the flux dependence of the transitions
between states for the coupled flux qubits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Josephson-junction circuits can exhibit quantum behav-
iors. Among qubits based on Josephson-junction circuits, the
charge qubit realized in a Cooper-pair box can demonstrate
quantum oscillations.1 An improved version of this circuit
has showed quantum oscillations with a high quality factor.2

In addition to charge qubits, flux qubits achieved in a super-
conducting loop with one3 or three Josephson junctions4

have been studied and some of these have shown quantum
dynamics.5 The phase qubit consists of a large-area current-
biased Josephson junction.6

Capacitive couplings of two superconducting qubitssboth
charge-7 and phase-types8d were attained recently in experi-
ments, and quantum entanglement was observed in these sys-
tems. Also, controllable interbit couplings of charge qubits
were proposed using a variable electrostatic transformer,9 a
current-biased Josephson junction,10 and a tunable
dc-SQUID.11 These interbit couplings can link nearest-
neighboring qubits. Actually, there are quantum-computing
protocolsse.g., adiabatic quantum computing12d that only de-
mand nearest-neighbor couplings. However, for more gen-
eral quantum-computing protocols, it is desirable to achieve
strong-enough couplings among nonneighboring qubits as
well. When charge qubits are coupled byLC-oscillator
modes13 or by an inductance,14 long-range interbit couplings
can be realized, but a very large value of the inductance is
needed. An alternate way of coupling charge qubits was pro-
posed using a Josephson junction.15–17 Moreover, the charge
qubit can be very sensitive to the background charge fluctua-
tions, which generate noise that severely limits the perfor-
mance of charge-qubit devices and, unfortunately, is difficult
to reduce.

In this paper, we present an experimentally feasible
method to effectively couple two flux qubits. In contrast with
the charge qubit, the flux qubit isinsensitiveto the charge
noise. In this qubit, the major noise is due to the fluctuations

of the magnetic fluxes. Estimations show that the flux qubit
can have a relatively high quality factor.18 Here we include
the effect of the loop inductance in a three-junction flux qubit
and couple two flux qubits via a common inductance. Be-
cause the critical current of each Josephson junction in the
flux qubit is larger than that in the charge qubit, we can
produce astrong interbit coupling using an inductance as
small as 20 pHscorresponding to a loop diameter of approxi-
mately 16mm and comparable to the loop inductance of the
single flux qubit currently achieved in experimentsd, and
thereby two-bit as fast as one-bit operations can be easily
achieved, improving the efficiency of quantum computing.
Moreover, we show a different flux dependence of the state
transitions in two coupled flux qubits. We find that, except
for some specific values of the external flux, the forbidden
transitions in the two coupled flux qubits become allowed
when the parameters of the two qubits change from being
initially equal to each other and then making these different.

Coupling two flux qubits by a mutual inductance was pro-
posed in Refs. 19–21 and was recently realized in
experiments.22,23 Here we treat both single and coupled flux
qubits using more realistic models, which include the loop
inductance. We numerically solve the Schrödinger equation
to obtain the energy levels and the eigenstates of the flux-
qubit systems. This numerical method allows us to extend
our study to the larger inductance regime.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we study a
single flux qubit containing loop inductance. It is shown that
the system can still be used to achieve a qubit even for a
larger loop inductance ofL,1 nH. Section III focuses on
two flux qubits coupled by a common inductance. In Sec. IV,
we study the state transitions induced by the microwave
field. Section V deals with the circulating supercurrents and
quantum measurement. Finally, the discussion and conclu-
sion are given in Sec. VI.
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II. SINGLE FLUX QUBIT

A. The model

We first consider a single flux qubit in the absence of a
quantum measurement, where the dc-SQUID magnetometer
for measuring quantum states of the flux qubit is decoupled
from the qubit. As shown in Fig. 1sad, the flux qubit consists
of a superconducting loop with three Josephson junctions,
and the total inductance of the whole loop isL. Fluxoid
quantization around the loop imposes a constraint on the
phase drops across the three junctions,

f1 − f2 + f3 + 2pf8 = 0, s1d

where

f8 = f +
IL

F0
. s2d

Here,F0=h/2e is the flux quantum,

f = Fe/F0 s3d

represents the reduced magnetic flux, and

I = I0 sinf1, s4d

with I0=2pEJ/F0, is the circulating supercurrent.
When the loop inductance is included, the Hamiltonian of

the single flux qubit is

H =
Pp

2

2Mp
+

Pm
2

2Mm
+ Usfp,fmd, s5d

with the potential energy given by

Usfp,fmd = EJf2 + a − 2 cosfp cosfm − a coss2pf8

+ 2fmdg + 1
2LI2. s6d

Here

Pk = − i"
]

]fk
, k = p,m,

Mp = 2CsF0/2pd2, s7d

Mm = Mps1 + 2ad,

and

fp = 1
2sf1 + f2d,

fm = 1
2sf1 − f2d. s8d

Also, the supercurrentI can be rewritten as

I = I0 sinsfp + fmd. s9d

The Hamiltonians5d is reduced to Eq.s12d in Ref. 19 when
L→0.

Figure 2 presents the contour plots of the periodic poten-
tial Usfp,fmd for f =0.5 anda=0.8. The numerical results
show that the minima of the potentialpreservethe two-
dimensional centered cubic lattice even for a large loop in-
ductance. For inductance ratio

bL ; L/LJ s10d

from zero to oneswhere LJ=F0/2pI0 is the Josephson-
junction inductanced, a well-defined double-well potential
structure exists at each lattice point even though at higher
energies the well shapes are modified by the loop inductance
L. This double-well structure is required for achieving a two-
level system. As shown in Fig. 3, the lowest two levels of the
single-qubit system are not significantly affected by the
variation ofbL swhen 0øbL&1d because the corresponding
two eigenstates are mainly contributed by the weakly
bL-dependent ground state in each well. However, since
varying L significantly modifies the well shapes at higher
energies, the excited states within or above the wellsswhich,
as seen in Fig. 3, dominantly contribute to the eigenstates
corresponding to the third and higher levelsd become pro-
nouncedlybL dependent. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that the top
three levels are sensitive to the variation ofbL seven when
0&bL&1d. Moreover, with the loop inductance increasing
to bL<4 fsee Fig. 2scdg, a more distorted double-well struc-
ture appears at each lattice point, and a local energy mini-
mum develops along the diagonal direction between every

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad A flux qubit, where an external mag-
netic flux Fe pierces the superconducting loop that contains three
Josephson junctions and an inductanceL. The Josephson energies
and capacitances of the junctions areEJ1=EJ2=EJ, C1=C2=C,
EJ3=aEJ, and C3=aC. Here we choosea=0.8 and EJ=35Ec,
whereEc=e2/2C. sbd Two flux qubits coupled by a common induc-
tanceLc, where the external fluxFe is applied within the left loop
A1LcB1A1. The parameters of each flux qubit areEJ1

sid=EJ2
sid=EJ

sid,
C1

sid=C2
sid=Csid, EJ3

sid=aiEJ
sid, and C3

sid=aiC
sid, with i =1,2. Here we

chooseai =0.8 andEJ
sid=35Ec

sid, whereEc
sid=e2/2Csid. To implement

a readout of the flux-qubit states, a switchable superconducting flux
transformer is employed to couple the dc-SQUID magnetometer
with the inductanceL in sad or Lc in sbd during the quantum mea-
surement. However, this coupling is switched off in the absence of
a readout.
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two adjoining double-well structures. These newly devel-
oped local minima will affect the two-level system achieved
for the qubit. When the loop inductance increases even more
to bL<10 fsee Fig. 2sddg, the periodic potential is even more
distorted. In this case, the well-defined double-well potential
structure vanishes, and thus the flux qubit breaks down.

B. Energy spectrum

The energy spectrum and the eigenstates are determined
by

HCsfp,fmd = ECsfp,fmd. s11d

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the energy levels on the
magnetic flux forbLø1. Here we chooseEJ=35Ec, where
the charging energyEc is defined asEc=e2/2C. These pa-
rameters are close to those used in a recently fabricated flux-
qubit device.5

Around f =0.5, in sharp contrast with the higher energy
levels, the energy difference

D = «1 − «0 s12d

between the lowest two levels isnot sensitive to the variation
of bL. In Fig. 4, we show the energy separation of the two
lowest levelsD as a function ofbL. We find the interesting
result that DsbLd is almost flat at f =0.5 (0.011,DsbLd /
EJ,0.0135) when 0øbLø0.85 These features indicate that,

even with a large loop inductance ofbL=1, in the vicinity of
f =0.5 the two lowest eigenstatessdenoted byu0l and u1l for
the ground and the first excited states, respectivelyd remain
suitable basis states for a flux qubit. Within the subspace of
qubit states spanned byu0l and u1l, the Hamiltonian is re-
duced to

H = «1u1lk1u + «0u0lk0u. s13d

If the average energys«1+«0d /2 is chosen to be the new
zero-point energy of the flux qubit, then the Hamiltonian can
be further expressed as

H = 1
2Drz, s14d

whererz= u1lk1u− u0lk0u.

C. Comparision with other works

In Ref. 24, the effects of the loop inductance in a flux
qubit are considered using a perturbation approach, where
the Hamiltonian is expanded into three parts: an inductance-
free Hamiltonian, an inductance-related harmonic oscillator
term, and a small correction term. This perturbation method
is valid for bL!1 because the correction term is proportional
to the loop inductance of the flux qubit. Instead of using the
perturbation approach, we numerically solve Eq.s11d to ob-
tain the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the system. This nu-
merical method allows us to extend our study to the regime

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Contour
plots of the potential energy
Usfp,fmd, in units of EJ, for a
=0.8 and f =0.5. Here bL

;2pI0L /F0= sad 0, sbd 1, scd 4,
and sdd 10. Notice that the well-
defined double-well potential
structure vanishes insdd, and thus
the flux qubit breaks down.
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of bL,1, where the lowest two eigenstates of the system can
still be used for achieving a qubit. Using the experimental
value5 I0,0.5 mA, this regime corresponds to a loop induc-
tance ofL,1 nH.

III. COUPLED FLUX QUBITS

A. The model

To couple two flux qubits, we use acommoninductance
Lc shared by these two qubitsfsee Fig. 1sbdg. Here the exter-
nal flux Fe is applied within the loopA1LcB1A1. Also, the
circuit is designed in such a way that the mutual inductance
between loopsA1LcB1A1 and A1B1B2A2A1 may be ignored.
This is achieved when only a small fraction of the flux gen-
erated by one loop passes through the other.sIf this were not
to be the case, the interbit coupling can still be achieved by
the common inductanceLc, but the interaction Hamiltonian
takes a more complicated form.d Phase drops through the
three Josephson junctions of theith flux qubit are constrained
by

f1
sid − f2

sid + f3
sid + 2pff + sI iLi + I jLcd/F0g = 0, s15d

wherei , j =1,2 si Þ jd, and

L1 = Lc + Lb1,

L2 = Lc + L12 + Lb2. s16d

The total supercurrent throughLc is

I = I1 + I2, s17d

where

I i = I0i sinsfpi + fmid, s18d

with I0i =2pEJ
sid /F0, and

fpi =
1
2ff1

sid + f2
sidg,

fmi =
1
2ff1

sid − f2
sidg. s19d

The Hamiltonian of the two coupled flux qubits can be
written as

H = H1 + H2 + HI . s20d

HereHi is the Hamiltonian of theith isolated flux qubit, with
loop inductanceLi and circulating supercurrentI i, which has
the form in Eq.s5d but with f8 replaced by

f i8 = f +
I iLi

F0
. s21d

Also, EJ, C, and a are replaced byEJ
sid, Csid and ai. The

interaction Hamiltonian is

HI = LcI1I2 − o
i=1

2

aiEJ
sidPi , s22d

where

Pi = cossgi + 2pI jLc/F0d − cosgi , s23d

with

gi = 2pf i8 + 2fmi, s24d

and i Þ j .
WhenbLi ;2pI0iLc/F0!1, HI is approximated by

HI = − LcI1I2 s25d

because

aiEJ
sidPi < LcI1I2 s26d

in this casessee the Appendixd. Within the qubit-state sub-
space of theith isolated flux qubit,Hi is reduced to

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Energy levels of a single flux qubit vs
reduced fluxf for different values ofbL, where only the levels of
the statesuil, i =0 to 5, are shown. Here the energyE is in units of
EJ. Notice the robustness of the two lowest levels for wide changes
in the loop inductanceL.

FIG. 4. Energy differenceD between qubit statesu1l andu0l as a
function of bL for f =0.5. HereD is in units ofEJ. Notice that the
energy difference varies,0.003EJ when varying the loop induc-
tanceL.
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Hi = 1
2Dirz

sid, s27d

where

rz
sid = u1ilk1iu − u0ilk0iu. s28d

In the vicinity of f =0.5, because the supercurrentsI i at states
u1il andu0il have equal magnitudes but opposite directions,I i
can be written as

I i = airz
sid + biu1ilk0iu + bi

* u0ilk1iu, s29d

where

ai = k1iuI iu1il,

bi = k1iuI iu0il. s30d

Because the supercurrentI i at stateu1il si.e., aid is propor-
tional to the slope of the energy level that corresponds to
stateu1il with respect tof ssee, e.g., Ref. 19d, it falls to zero
at thesymmetricpoint f =0.5, where the level becomes flat.
Also, our numerical results show thatbi becomes a real num-
ber at f =0.5. Thus, we can rewriteI i at f =0.5 as

I i = birx
sid, s31d

with

rx
sid = u1ilk0iu + u0ilk1iu. s32d

For bLi !1, i.e., the common inductanceLc is very small, the
Hamiltonian atf =0.5 can be cast to

H = o
i=1

2
1

2
Dirz

sid − xrx
s1drx

s2d, s33d

with

x = Lcb1b2. s34d

It is clear that the interbit coupling persists atf =0.5.

B. Energy spectrum

Figure 5 shows the energy spectrum of the two coupled
flux qubits aroundf =0.5. In order to realize fast two-bit
operations while keeping the leakage from the qubit states to
other higher-energy states small, we choose the interbit cou-
pling strength to be comparable to the energy difference at
f =0.5, between the basis statesu1il andu0il of each qubit. As
shown in Figs. 5sad and 5sbd, the energy spectrum remains
similar in the vicinity of f =0.5 when the two flux qubits
have different values of parameters. Furthermore, the two
higher energy levels,e3 ande4, in the first four energy levels
si.e., ek with k=1 to 4d of the two coupled flux qubits are
flat in a relatively broad range aroundf =0.5; this flat region
is much broaderthan the corresponding flat-energy-level
range of the single flux qubit aroundf =0.5. The flux-
independent levele3 in Fig. 5sad corresponds to a singlet
eigenstate, while other three levels correspond to triplet
eigenstates. As expected, the transitions between this singlet
state and other three triplet states are not allowed by the
microwave perturbationfcf. Fig. 6sadg.

When the interbit coupling increases further, the flat re-
gion for both levelse3 ande4 widens for two qubits having
identical parametersfsee Fig. 5scdg, but e3 and e4 become
much different in this region when the two qubits are not
identical fsee Fig. 5sddg. Moreover, it can be seen that, atf
=0.5, the gap between levelse1 ande2 and that betweene3
ande4 become narrow when increasing the interbit coupling.

At f =0.5, the first four energy levels,ek, k=1 to 4, of the
coupled flux qubits can be approximated by

e1 = − 1
2EA, e3 = 1

2EB,

e2 = − 1
2EB, e4 = 1

2EA, s35d

where

EA = fsD1 + D2d2 + 4x2g1/2,

EB = fsD1 − D2d2 + 4x2g1/2. s36d

The gap between levelse2 ande3 is EB, which increases with
x. The gap between levelse1 ande2 and that betweene3 and
e4 are given byEA−EB. Figures 5sad and 5sbd correspond to
x<D1; in Fig. 5sad whereD1=D2=D, the two equal gaps,
EA−EB, at f =0.5 aresÎ2−1dD. Whenx further increases, the
value of EA−EB decreases; namely, the two equal gaps be-
come narrowfcf. Figs. 5scd and 5sddg.

In the case of Fig. 5sad, because 2pI0iLc/F0=0.03, the
common inductance is

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Energy levels of two coupled flux qubits
vs reduced fluxf for Lb1/Lc=0.1 andsL12+Lb2d /Lc=0.2. The pa-
rametersbLi ;2pI0iLc/F0 are sad bL1=bL2=0.03; sbd bL1=0.03,
bL2=0.04; scd bL1=bL2=0.07; andsdd bL1=0.07, bL2=0.1. Here
the energyE is in units ofEJ

s1d. Near f =0.5, the energy levels are
robust with respect to the asymmetry betweenbL1 andbL2.
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Lc < 20 pH

if the critical currentsI0i are equal to the experimental value5

I0,0.5 mA. Such a small inductance is experimentally real-
izable, e.g., using a loop of diameterd<16 mm. Also, our
numerical calculations show thatbi <0.66I0 at f =0.5. The
interbit coupling is thus of the order

x = Lcb1b2 < 0.013EJ, s37d

which is equal to the energy differenceD at f =0.5 of the
single flux qubit withbL=0.03. The typical two-bit operation
time related with the interbit-coupling strength is

t2 , "/x. s38d

Becausex<D whenLc<20 pH,

t2 , t1 ; "/D, s39d

wheret1 is the one-bit operation time. Therefore, the corre-
sponding two-bit operation is as fast as the one-bit operation.

C. Comparison with other works

Spectral results similar to the ones shown in Figs. 5sad
and 5sbd were also obtained by Storcz and Wilhelm21 and by

Majer et al.22 using simpler model Hamiltonians for two
coupled flux qubits. However, because a different setup is
used in Ref. 22 for coupling the two qubits, the four energy
levels are flipped as compared to ours.

In our proposed setup, the shared part of the loop is on the
same side of each qubit and, as given in Eq.s37d, x.0.
Since the negative coupling term in Eq.s33d favors the par-
allel arrangement of thespseudodspins, the interbit coupling
here isferromagnetic. In contrast, in the setup of Ref. 22, the
shared loop is on the opposite side of each qubit. This gives
rise to a negative coupling parameterx. Therefore, the inter-
bit coupling there is antiferromagnetic because thespseu-
dodspins tend to arrange antiparallel to each other.

Here we use thecommonloop inductance to couple two
flux qubits, while different setups are proposed in Refs. 19
and 20, where themutual inductance is used for coupling
flux qubits. Since the mutual inductance is always smaller
ssometimes can be much smallerd than the loop inductance of
each flux qubit, if the two flux qubits are coupled via the
mutual inductancesinstead of the common loop inductance
in our approachd, a largerssometimes much largerd loop is
required for each qubit to produce a strong-enough interbit
coupling. Therefore, due to the larger loop in each flux qubit,
the system would experience more serious flux noise. This is
a very significant difference between these approaches.

In our approach, we treat both single and coupled flux
qubits using more realistic models, including the loop induc-
tance. If our more general theory were used to deal with the
different setup proposed in Ref. 22, for example, the simple
model Hamiltonian used in Ref. 22 would be an approxima-
tion of the more general theory. The simpler model can ex-
plain the current experiment in Ref. 22, and so does the
general theory. Moreover, the more general theory presented
here can explain additional features that would be relevant
for future experiments, while the simple model might not.
For instance, even for the single flux qubit, the simple model
cannot tell how large the loop should be to break down the
qubit. Moreover, the simple model involves only two levels
for each qubit. It cannot explain phenomena related to the
state transitions from these two levels to higher ones. How-
ever, the general theory can do it.

IV. STATE TRANSITIONS

A. Transition matrix elements for single
and coupled two qubits

When a microwave field with an appropriate frequencyv
is applied through the superconducting loop of the single flux
qubit, a transition between two states occurs. Now, the total
flux within the loop isFe+F f, where

F fstd = FX cossvt + ud s40d

is the microwave-field-induced flux through the loop. For a
weak microwave field, the single flux qubit experiences a
time-dependent perturbation

H8std = − IFX cossvt + ud, s41d

and the transition matrix elementtij between statesuil andu jl
is given by

FIG. 6. sColor onlined sad Moduli of the transition matrix ele-
mentsti j between single-qubit statesuil andu jl vs reduced fluxf. sbd
and scd Moduli of the transition matrix elements between coupled-
qubit statesueil and ue jl vs f for Lb1/Lc=0.1 and sL12+Lb2d /Lc

=0.2. Hereuti j u is in units of I0FX in sad and I01FX in sbd and scd.
Note that, insbd andscd, some transitions for the coupled two qubits
are sensitive with respect to the asymmetry ofbL1 andbL2.
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tij = ki uIFXu jl. s42d

Similarly, when the microwave field is applied through the
left loop A1LcB1A1 of the coupled flux qubits, the transition
matrix elementtij between the coupled-qubit statesueil and
ue jl is then

tij = keiuIFXue jl. s43d

Note the difference between Eqs.s42d ands43d, though they
look similar to each other in expression; in Eq.s42d, uil is an
eigenstate of the single flux qubit andI is the circulating
current in the qubit loop, whileI in Eq. s43d is the total
current I = I1+ I2 in the coupled-qubit circuit andueil is an
eigenstate of the coupled two flux qubits.

Figure 6sad presents the flux dependence ofutij u for tran-
sitionsu0l→ u1l, u0l→ u2l, andu1l→ u2l in a single flux qubit.
Because of the symmetry of the wave functions,ut02u=0 at
f =0.5, and thus the transitionu0l→ u2l is forbidden. Also, it
can be seen thatut01u is not sensitive to the variation ofbL,
while ut02u and ut12u are slightly reduced when increasingbL.
This observation is consistent with the energy spectrum in
Fig. 3, where the gap between the lowest two levels 0 and 1
is not significantly changed, but the gap between levels 1 and
2 slightly increases withbL. In Figs. 6sbd and 6scd, we show
the flux dependence ofutij u for all possible transitions in the
coupled flux qubits. When the two flux qubits have the same
parameters, the transitions

ue1l → ue3l,

ue2l → ue3l, s44d

ue3l → ue4l

are forbiddenbecauseutij u=0 fsee Fig. 6sbdg. However, they
areallowed sexcept for some specific values offd when the
parameters of the two flux qubits are differentfsee Fig. 6scdg.
These properties are attributed to the changes in the symme-
try of the qubit states. In particular, whenf =0.5, ut12u has the
largest value, whileut24u has a smaller value and others are
either zero or much smaller.

B. One- and two-bit operations implemented
via microwave fields

For a single flux qubit withbL=0.03, the energy differ-
ence D between statesu1l and u0l is 0.01291EJ at f =0.5.
Using an experimental value5 for the critical current I0
,0.5 mA, we obtainEJ,1.03 meV. The energy difference
of 0.01291EJ corresponds to a gap ofn<3.2 GHz. The one-
bit operation can be implemented using a resonant micro-
wave field. For a weak driving field, the Rabi frequencyV01
is given by ut01u /". The typical switching time istSW
=p /V01 when the statesu0l and u1l flip. For instance, be-
causeut01u<0.66I0FX at f =0.5, the switching timetSW is
about 3 ns forI0FX,1 meV. If the leakage from these two
states to others is small, one can realize a fast one-bit opera-
tion, e.g., with a switching time

tSW =
p

V01
, 10n−1s<3 nsd,

by increasing the microwave-field intensity.
Let the energy difference between statesu0l su1ld and u1l

su2ld be "v01 s"v12d. When the field is tuned to beresonant
with the transitionu0l→ u1l, the ratio of the transition prob-
abilities betweenu1l→ u2l and u0l→ u1l can be estimated as

r12

r01
= SV12

V
D2 sin2sVt/2d

sin2sV01t/2d
, s45d

where

V = fV12
2 + sv12 − v01d2g1/2, s46d

V12= ut12u /", and t is the duration of the microwave-field
pulse. When

t = p/V01 , 10n−1,

using the numerical results"v01=0.01291EJ, "v12
=0.18763EJ, and ut12/ t01u<0.38 at f =0.5, we have

r12

r01
< 1.53 10−6. s47d

This implies that the leakage to other states is small for a fast
one-bit operation implemented via a microwave field.

Corresponding to Fig. 5sad, ue1l and ue2l at f =0.5 are ap-
proximated by

ue1l =
1

Îh2 + 1
shu00l + u11ld,

ue2l =
1
Î2

su01l + u10ld, s48d

with

h =
D + sD2 + x2d1/2

x
. s49d

Initially preparing the system at thesentangledd ground state
ue1l, one can produce themaximally entangledstateue2l us-
ing a microwave-field pulse of durationt=p /V12, where the
Rabi frequencyV12 is given by ut12u /" for a weak driving
field.

At f =0.5, we have"v12=0.00528EJ, "v24=0.03124EJ,
and ut24/ t12u<0.41. When the microwave field is in reso-
nance with the transitionue1l→ ue2l at f =0.5,

r24

r12
< 4.43 10−6 s50d

for

t = p/V12 , 20p/v12.

Because the state leakage is very small, a fast two-bit opera-
tion can also be implemented using a microwave field.

V. SUPERCURRENTS AND QUANTUM MEASUREMENT

The circulating supercurrents flowing through the induc-
tance L or Lc are different for different eigenstates. This
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property can be used for implementing a readout of the qubit
states. For a single flux qubit, aroundf =0.5, the supercur-
rentsI at eigenstatesu0l andu1l si.e., k0uI u0l andk1uI u1ld have
equal magnitudes but opposite directionsfsee Fig. 7sadg.
During quantum measurement, one can switch on the flux
transformer to couple the inductanceL with a dc-SQUID
magnetometerfcf. Fig. 1sadg to distinguish the two eigen-
states of the qubit because at these two states the supercur-
rentsI throughL generate two different fluxes in the SQUID
loop of the magnetometer. In general, if the single flux qubit
is at the superposition statec1u1l+c0u0l, the measurement
will show that the qubit has probabilityuciu2 at the eigenstate
uil, wherei =0, 1. For the two coupled flux qubits, the super-
currents through the common inductanceLc take different
values at its four eigenstates.

Similar to the single flux qubit, a switchable flux trans-
former can be used to coupleLc and the SQUID loop of the
magnetometer for reading out the coupled-qubit states be-
cause the supercurrentsI at different eigenstates contribute
different fluxes in the SQUID loop of the magnetometer. The
supercurrentsI1 at the four eigenstates of the coupled qubits
are shown in Fig. 7sbd for two flux qubits having identical
parameters. SinceI1= I2 in this case, the total supercurrentI
is 2I1. When the parameters of the two flux qubits become
different, the total supercurrentsI look similar to those in
Fig. 7sbd, but I1 and I2 swhich flow through the Josephson
junctions of the qubitsd changedrastically fcf. Fig. 7scdg.

Also, it can be seen that at the eigenstates of the system the
circulating supercurrents in both single and coupled flux qu-
bits fall to zero atf =0.5. To read out the qubit states, one can
shift the system away from this point.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

For the charge qubits coupled byLC-oscillator modes13 or
by an inductance,14 the inductances proposed to be used are
,3.6 mH or ,30 nH, respectively, for a two-bit operation
ten times slower than the typical one-bit operation. An induc-
tance for coupling charge qubits similar to that in Ref. 13,
particularly, has a value much larger thanLc s<20 pHd for
coupling flux qubits. It is difficult to fabricate in a small size
without introducing a strong coupling with the environment.
Because two-bit operations are much slower than one-bit op-
erations in the inductively coupledchargequbits, an efficient
scheme is thus required to minimize the number of two-bit
sas opposed to one-bitd operations to obtain a conditional
gate.14 However, for inductively coupledflux qubits, the
above limitation in using two-bit operations for constructing
a conditional gate is removed because two-bit operations can
be as fast as one-bit operations. In this case,anyschemes for
constructing conditional gates becomeefficientby minimiz-
ing the number of operations that are usedseither one- or
two-bitd. Note that the common inductance ofLc<20 pH
can produce a strong interbit coupling. As a result, two-bit as
fast as one-bit operations can be achieved. This common
inductance is comparable to the loop inductance,L,10 pH,
of the single flux qubit currently realized in experiments.

To couple several flux qubits, the inductances of all loops
involved could be small, comparable to the loop inductance
of a single flux qubit currently realized in experiments. This
is the case we studied in the present paper, where two
coupled flux qubits are considered. If a number of flux qubits
are coupled, then the inductances of some loops will become
larger, but the common or shared inductance for producing
the interbit coupling can still be chosen smallsabout 20 pHd.
If the circuits except for the lineA1LcB1 scorresponding to
the common or shared inductanced could be screened from
the environmentsthat is a big challenge for experimentalists
for sured, the main noise would be due to the small common
or shared inductance.

In conclusion, we have proposed an experimentally real-
izable method for inductively coupled flux qubits that can
achieve two-bit operations performing as fast as one-bit op-
erations. We treat both single and coupled flux qubits with
more realistic models, including the loop inductance. More-
over, we show that the coupled flux qubits have different
flux-dependent behaviors in the transitions between states.
We find that the forbidden transitions in the coupled two flux
qubits become allowedsexcept for some specific values of
the external fluxd when the parameters of the two qubits
change from being initially equal to each other and then
making these different.
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APPENDIX: SERIES EXPANSION OF THE INTERACTION
HAMILTONIAN

The supercurrentI i flows through each of the three Jo-
sephson junctions in theith flux qubit, so I i can also be
written as

I i = aiI0i sinf3
sid = − aiI0i sinf2psf i8 + I jLc/F0d + 2fmig,

sA1d

where i, j =1,2 andi Þ j . Taking advantage of this relation
for I i, one can expand the interaction Hamiltonians22d as

HI = − lLcI1I2 − o
i=1

2

aiEJ
sidji , sA2d

where

l = 1 +o
i=1

2 F1

3
bLi

2 S I i

I0i
D2

+
2

15
bLi

4 S I i

I0i
D4

+ . . .G , sA3d

and

ji = 1
2 coss2pf i8 + 2fmid

3FbLj
2 S I j

I0j
D2

+ 5
12bLj

4 S I j

I0j
D4

+ . . .G , sA4d

with

bLi ; 2pI0iLc/F0 , p/2. sA5d

The term −lLcI1I2 in HI produces an interbit coupling be-
tween flux qubits 1 and 2, whileaiEJ

sidji slightly modifies the
energy levels of theith flux qubit.
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